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Tonight’s program celebrates the legacies of Ida Presti (1924–1967) and María Luisa Anido
(1907–1996), two of the great guitarists of the twentieth century. Both were pioneering virtuosos
at a time when men dominated the professional concert stage, and both enriched the
instrument’s repertoire with colorful and innovative compositions. Their music appears tonight in
dialogue with pieces dedicated to, inspired by, or in some way related to the two women.

Segovia — Ida Presti

Born near Paris in 1924 to a French father and Sicilian mother, Presti quickly displayed
prodigious talent as a guitarist. She first performed for an audience at the age of eight and was
recording music for the HMV record label a few years later. At age 13, she played before the
influential Spanish virtuoso Andrés Segovia, who encouraged the young performer to cultivate a
distinct, personal style. This Presti did, and she was particularly noted for her unusual right-hand
technique (she preferred to pluck the strings with the right side of her nails rather than the more
traditional left side). Her composition “Segovia” is both an homage to and musical portrait of the
Spanish pedagogue. Composed in 1962, the work exhibits a number of qualities common to
Presti’s small corpus of music: strong melodies rooted in folk song and 19th-century
Romanticism; driving rhythms; and a roving harmonic language spiced with dissonance.

Idylle Pour Ida Op. 93 — John Duarte

Presti married the French-Egyptian guitarist Alexandre Lagoya in 1952 and the two soon began
concertizing around the globe as the Duo Presti-Lagoya. While touring the United States in
1967, disaster struck: Presti was stricken with a mysterious pulmonary ailment and died while
undergoing emergency surgery in Rochester, New York. Her sudden death at the age of 42
shocked the musical world. John Duarte, an English guitarist and composer, wrote the “Idylle
Pour Ida” to honor his longtime friend. The music is dark, unsettled, and continually searching,
perhaps a musical depiction of the composer’s own struggle to make sense of Presti’s tragic
demise.

Prelude No. 1 “Tombeau” — Gilbert Biberian

Gilbert Biberian’s Prelude No. 1, “Tombeau,” is another work dedicated to the memory of Presti.
Biberian had studied guitar with both Presti and Lagoya in the mid-1960s before embarking on
his own successful career as a concert guitarist. The prelude is an example of a tombeau, a
composition written to commemorate the death of a friend or notable person (the word derives
from the French for “tomb”). Most tombeaux are slow and somber allemandes, but Biberian’s is
a more energetic—indeed, almost angry—display of grief. The brief work resides entirely in the
minor mode and concludes with a series of dissonant chords that leave the piece feeling
incomplete.



Danse Rythmique — Ida Presti

This piece is one of Presti’s most appealing and a happy contrast to the sorrowful music
provoked by her passing. Contemporary observers were quick to note Presti’s lively
temperament and exquisite right-hand technique, both of which are on full display here. Chief
among this work’s many challenges is keeping the attractive melody clear and distinct from the
complex accompaniment, all while maintaining a brisk waltz tempo. The result is an effervescent
dance brimming with bouncy rhythms and sparkling harmonic surprises.

Sonatina (Allegretto, Andante, Allegro) — Federico Moreno Torroba

Although not composed for or about Presti, Torroba’s “Sonatina” nonetheless intersected with
her life in interesting ways. It was composed in the same year as Presti’s birth (1924), and it was
among the first pieces recorded by the child prodigy in 1958 at the age of 13. Her recording of
the first movement (available on YouTube) reveals a preternaturally gifted performer already in
full command of her craft. The piece itself is a prime example of Torroba’s deep understanding
of the instrument, although he himself did not play guitar. Energetic allegretto and allegro
movements frame a beautiful andante of uncommon tenderness.

Preludio Lejanía - Aire de Vidalita - Triste No. 1 - El Misachico — María Luisa Anido

The second half of tonight’s program includes music by and about María Luisa Anido. Born near
Buenos Aires, Argentina, in 1907, Anido grew up surrounded by guitar music. Her father
founded a guitar magazine called La Guitarra, and many prominent guitarists were guests in her
home. Like Presti, Anido was a child prodigy, giving her first recital in 1916. As an adult, she
enjoyed a long and active international touring career. Her concert repertoire was vast and
included arrangements of classical music and folk song, virtuosic showpieces, and her own
compositions. The four pieces included here showcase the miniature forms in which she
excelled.

“Preludio Lejanía” is the first of a series of “preludios nostálgicos” or nostalgic preludes
composed by Anido. “Lejanía” is Spanish for “distance,” and the expressive marking Anido
wrote at the top of the score—melancólico—invites the listener to reflect on the melancholic
separations (between friends and family, perhaps) that can sometimes arise. The work is an
intricate series of arpeggios not unlike a prelude by Bach, but the harmonic and melodic
language is of the twentieth century. “Aire de Vidalita” is another sad piece. It is Anido’s
expressive interpretation of the vidalita, a popular Argentine musical style with lovelorn lyrics
often accompanied by guitar. The final two selections, “Triste No. 1” and “El Misachico,” are both
from Anido’s Impresiones Argentinas, a collection of nine guitar solos inspired by the diverse
folk music of Argentina. “Triste No. 1” corresponds to the traditional music of the Pampas, the
vast and fertile lowlands stretching along Argentina’s coast. “El Misachico,” on the other hand,
refers to the practices of northern Argentina. The piece is an evocative depiction of a misachico,
a small procession of people carrying an image of the Virgin Mary or other saint.



Anido’s Portrait (Chacarera, Zapateado, Aire de Kalinka, Aire de Salsa) — Sérgio Assad

The program concludes with Sérgio Assad’s “Anido’s Portrait,” a mellifluous depiction of María
Luisa Anido commissioned by tonight’s performer, Berta Rojas. Each of the work’s four
movements adopts a musical style from a country important to Anido. The first, for instance, is a
chacarera, a genre of Argentine folk music often dubbed the rural counterpart to the urban
tango. The zapateado—the basis of movement two—is a lively folk dance hailing from
Andalusia in Spain, the country where Anido spent the final decade of her life. In the 1960s,
Anido lived for several years in Russia, and movement three, “Aire de Kalinka,” takes a Russian
folk song as its point of departure. The well-traveled Anido also spent several years residing in
Cuba in the 1980s at the invitation of the Cuban government. Naturally, then, the fourth and final
movement of “Anido’s Portrait” is a salsa, a Latin dance that brings together several Cuban
styles of music and dance. Throughout the composition, Assad weaves Anido’s name and
nickname, Mimita, into the music by translating letters into musical pitches via cryptographic
processes. The result is a heartfelt work suffused with the life and spirit of this beloved guitarist.


